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1 - behind the scenes of Yu Yu Hakusho

Behind the scenes of yu yu hakusho

1. Yusuke: so do you think Botan is hot Kuwabara?
Kuwabara: We'll ya!! How about you shorty?
Hiei: I have a name you fool
Kuwabara: We'll I did'nt ask you that
Hiei: I dont care I have a name and I suggest you say it right before I beat your ugly head in!
Kurama: why dont you two stop acting like a bunch of babies and act like grownups
Yusuke: We arent in pre-school any more
Kuwabara: you shut the hell up this is between me and the runt
Hiei: (punches Kuwabara in the face) now we will see who is the big man now!!
Kurama: We are all team members here
Hiei: come on Kuwabara get your fat @$$ up and fight me if you can keep up!
Kuwabara: I dont need to prove anything to you
Hiei: I thought so
Kuwabara: nani nani boo boo (runs off screaming like an idiot)
Hiei: Humph....... I knew I was to sexy

2. Kurama: Hiei I have a question
Hiei: Yes I'm listening
Kurama: Do yo uconsider me a friend?
Hiei: We'll yes
(Yusuke is hiding behind a tree listening)
Kurama: No i meen more as a friend?
Hiei: If you could be more clear I might be able to understand.
Kurama: Dont play dumb with me you know how i feel for you I would die for you.
Hiei: Yeah so
Kurama: (Is thinking to himself what a dumbass)
Hiei: (Notices Yusuke)
Yusuke runs out screaming liKE a baffoon Kurama and Hiei sitting in a tree K.I.S.S.I.N.G..........

What the team does at night when they are camping
3. Yusuke: go get some firewood Kuwabara!
Kuwabara: Why is it always me. Hiei or Kurama are'nt doing anything and niether are you!
Yusuke: Well lets see here you are ugly and Im cute and your the sidekick and can't fight worth a shoot.
Kuwabara: Fine then I will go get some fire wood but after I take a pee.
Yusuke: (winks to Kurama and Hiei who are sitting silently)



(Kuwabara exits)
Yusuke: watch this.
Kuwabara: (taking a pee singing Barney and friends *you love me I love you................*
Yusuke: (poking him in the butt with a stick)
Hiei and Kurama are laughing very hard
Kuwabara: What the hell was that that? (runs out screaming the demons are attacking the demons are
attacking and there starting with my @$$ ahhhhhhhhhhhhh!!!)
Finally they get the fire started..............

What yusuke and hiei talk about when no one is around
4. Yusuke: Are you and Kurama together
Hiei: I dont think that is any of your business
Yusuke: I do lets see here I am the captain and if you two are giving each other love glances then how
am I supposed to concentrate.
Hiei: I dont see what that has to do with you
Yusuke: Well how distubing is it when two of your three close friends who are both guys are together
Hiei: Technically I dont see what the problem is first of all I am a demon Kurama was ounce a demon
and is still one in a human body Those rules apply for the human world and still no one obeys them does
that same thing apply for two demons?
Yusuke: I guess you have a point there. But still Kurama
Hiei: Yes Kurama
Yusuke: well you have good taste I did ounce think he was a girl and had a dream about him But i
thought he was a girl and he was hot or I meen she or what ever damn I am getting confused.
Hiei:...............
Yusuke: Now i am wondering..........
Am i gay.
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